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Making the case that we need strict “Clean Energy Policies” which demand 
that utilities use all low-carbon energy sources, which include solar, wind, 
hydro, nuclear, and geothermal — rather than just “renewables.”!



As you know, our society demands energy: 
Tremendous amounts, every single day . . .  

Climate change from our carbon emissions is threatening 
life on the planet the way we know it.  Every additional 
day of using carbon-emitting fuels makes it worse.  
Humanity must decide how to power itself and what 
technologies we have that will enable us to convert to 
100% clean energy . . . urgently. We don’t have decades 
to decide: all life on the planet is at risk now.  



. . . and every night. Summer, winter, spring and fall, 
whether its raining, storming or night, our power needs to work. 



       
              which emit  
           pollutants like 

 sulfur dioxide, 
           mercury, lead, 
        arsenic as well as 

             carbon  
        dioxide,  
      the major cause 
         of climate change. 

FACT: The World Health 
Organization estimates that 
annually there are 6.5 - 7 million 
premature deaths associated with 
disease from air pollution . . .   

But we want to protect our environment — from pollution 
and climate change — so we need to stop burning        
dirty fossil fuels . . . like coal, oil and natural gas, 



The accumulations of mankind’s heat-trapping emissions 
are already having an impact on the climate. Extreme 
weather events — droughts, floods, forest fires, extreme 
heat waves, extreme winter storms, tornadoes and 
hurricanes — are happening more frequently and more 
severely . . . .  

Climate change is already being felt 



Hurricane Katrina cost U.S. tax-payers 
$108 billion dollars in 2012 . . . 

This  
picture  

was taken  
from the third  

story balcony of  
Saint Stanislaus 
 College located 

in Bay Saint Louis,  
Mississippi on the morning 

of August 29th, 2005.  
This is believed to be the initial 

tidal wave from Hurricane Katrina,  
a wave approximately 35 to 40 feet high.  

When it slammed into the beach communities 
 of Bay Saint Louis and Waveland Mississippi,  

it completely destroy 99% of every structure  
along the beach for 9 miles and over a mile inland.  

The destruction only started there, as flooding continued 
inland and destroyed the contents of homes for 14,000 people. 

 At enormous costs. . . ! 



NASA visualizations 
show that stronger 
hurricanes are directly 
connected to higher 
than normal ocean 
temperatures. 

Extreme weather in 2017 cost 
  US Taxpayers $306 billion 



Water rushes into the Carey Tunnel in the 
Financial District of New York City, during 
“Superstorm Sandy.” October 2012, causing 
$65 billion in damage. 

And the costs of our inaction      
on climate change keep 
mounting . . . 

Data from https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/billions/events.pdf 

            Costs     Deaths 
       (billions)       

2012        126.2    377 
2013          24.5    113 
2014         18.3      53 
2015        23.4    155 
2016        48.2    138 
2017      306.2    362   
 All  $546.8    1,198 



With oceans and marine life now at critical 
levels of decline and sea level rise . . . 
there are costs that we have not even 
begun to calculate.  



We need to do something and fast. . . ! 

. . . to save the planet! 

But what can we do? 



A
 A
 

World leaders, having studied this specific problem since 
1988, agree that we must reduce global carbon 
emissions as quickly as possible. 



Which everyone knows means no 
more burning coal, oil or natural gas, 
all of which emit tons of carbon. The 

                      unfortunate part 
        is that fossil fuel 

                   investors don’t 
        like this plan.  

  



Plus, it is quite daunting, as we need to replace a 
whopping 80% of our total energy supply. 



We need to replace 63% of our electricity generation 
which is powered primarily by coal and gas 

NUCLEAR (20%) 

HYDROPOWER (7.3%) 

WIND (6.4%) 

BIOMASS (1.6% from 
wood, waste, methane) 

SOLAR (1.4%) 

GEOTHERMAL(.4%) 

COAL  (30%) 

GAS 32% 

U.S. Electricity Generation from Utilities by source 2017 (Billion kWh) 
          Total U.S. Electricity generation is 4015 Billion kilowatts, of which coal and  
          natural gas produce more than 2500 billion kilowatts (Petroleum provides <1%) 

NUCLEAR 

Note: Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration (https://www.eia.gov/tools/faqs/faq.php?id=427&t=3)  
Preliminary data for 2017. Includes utility-scale electricity generation, which is electricity generation from 
power plants with at least one megawatt (or 1,000 kilowatts) of total electricity generating capacity.  Pumped 
hydro (which is negative) is combined with hydro. 

HYDRO 

WIND 



But fossil fuel interests are fighting in every possible 
way to prevent the loss of their franchise . . . 



We need to replace over 2500 billion kilowatts of dirty electricity annually in 32 years.  Neither hydro nor 
biofuels are easy to scale up, which leaves us with solar, wind and nuclear.  

 
     SCENARIO 1:  Just Growing Solar and Wind Renewables* 

 
  

 
 
 

  
               

  
      

            SCENARIO 2:  Use Solar, Wind and Nuclear Energy 
 

  
 
 
 

  
 

  
 
               
       * Neither scenario accounts for the intermittency of solar and wind, any growth in energy demand or further electrification  
         of transportation, heating, cooking or other services that use petroleum or natural gas, which have the potential to add 
         the need to increase clean energy by another 1200 billion kilowatts.  Note: Scenario 1 is unrealistic.   

Can we even do it by 2050? 

Type 2017 kWh 
(billions) 

Annual Rate of 
Growth Needed 
for all 30 years  

2050 kWh 
(billions) 

Total % 
Growth 

Solar 
Wind 

54 
254 

60% per year 
15% per year 

1090 
1473 

2020% 
580% 

Type 2017 kWh 
(billions) 

Annual Rate of 
Growth Needed for 

all 30 years  

2050 kWh 
(billions) 

Total % 
Growth 

Solar 
Wind 
Nuclear 

54 
254 
805 

5% per year 
5% per year 

3.5% per year 

140 
660 

1700 

260% 
260% 
212% 



Luckily, nuclear ramps up very quickly. . . and it 
replaces the need for fossil fuels entirely . . . ! 



Scientists have calculated the numbers  
     and have issued dire warnings . . . 

“To solve the climate 
problem, policy must be 
based on facts and not 
prejudice. Alongside 
renewables, Nuclear will 
make the difference 
between the world missing 
crucial climate targets or 
achieving them.”   — Dr. 
Hansen 

     Environmentalists may “prefer” to dismiss nuclear power for many reasons 
but numbers don’t lie — we will fail at eliminating fossil fuels without 
including nuclear as part of the solution. We prefer “safe” to “sorry.” 

From “Nuclear power paves the only viable path forward on climate change, an open letter by James 
Hansen, Kerry Emanuel, Ken Caldeira and Tom Wigley, printed in The Guardian, December 3, 2015. (See 
Appendix for References.) 



 

Nuclear energy provides back-          up power for   
          for solar and wind so                     natural gas 
                 need is eliminated. 
 

New nuclear will have the                     capability to fulfill          
          industrial demands                     requiring high 
          heat, reducing need 
          for coal or gas. 
 

    

The “blended” clean energy solution     
    reduces our risk of failure because . . .  



Nuclear won’t be damaged or 
destroyed by extreme weather events, 

like solar and wind farms can be.  

The “blended” clean energy solution reduces our 
risk of failure because . . .  

Nuclear 1 mi2 

We can preserve more pristine 
nature because nuclear can 
produce in one square mile 
what it takes solar up to 75 
miles and wind up to 360 miles 
to generate. 



We need to grow nuclear, wind and solar 
to eliminate emissions the fastest,  

expanding each as quickly 
as possible! 



In the 50 years since we’ve had nuclear 
power, we’ve learned that saying “no” to 

nuclear is no longer the smart or best 
environmental thing to do.  Nuclear 

provides the only true hedge against 
fossil fuels because our greatest threat 

comes from carbon emissions and 
climate change clean nuclear power. 



The US nuclear power industry has 
generated clean energy (and clean air) 

safely for nearly 50 years. 



Fortunately, despite its reputation, nuclear 
is the safest of all energy sources. 



Dr. James Hansen, along with many other leaders, 
are calling for big increases in nuclear power 

   A



These leaders all support nuclear energy 

Paul Allen
Sen. John Barraso

Jeff Bezos
Michael Bloomberg
Sen. Cory Booker

Stewart Brand
Sir Richard Branson

Carol Browner
Dr. Ken Caldeira

Sen. Maria Cantwell
Dr. Stephen Chu

Gen. Westly Clark
Eileen Claussen
Hillary Clinton
Andrew Cuomo
Jared Diamond

Peter Diamondis
David Duchovny

Dr. Kerry Emanuel
Al Franken

Bill Gates
Kirsty Gogan
James Hansen
John Holdren
Eric Holthaus

Bob Inglis
Sen. Jim Inhofe

Richard Kauffman
Guy Kawasaki

Rep. Ro Khanna
Pushker Kharecha

Steve Kirsch
Ross Koningstein
James Lovelock

Pres. Macron (France)
Michael Mann

Dr. Gina McCarthy
Rep. Jerry McNerney

Dr. Ernest Moniz
Dr. Richard Muller

Sen. Lisa Murkowski
Nathan Myrvold
Ted Nordhaus

President Barack Obama
Naomi Oreskes

Carl Page
Willem Post
Colin Powell 

Rachel Pritzker
David Roberts
George Schultz

Arnold Schwarzenegger
Jigar Shah

Michael Shellenberger
Dr. Richard Somerville

Tom Stephenson
Robert Stone
Peter Thiel

Sheldon Whitehouse 
Dr. Tom Wigley

                      (Partial listing)
(P



Ulrich Spiesshofer, CEO, ABB 
Pierre Nanterme, Chairman and CEO, Accenture  
José Manuel Entrecanales Domecq, Chairman and 

CEO, Acciona  
Ton Büchner, CEO, AkzoNobel 
Philippe Camus, Chairman and CEO, Alcatel-Lucent 
Oliver Bäte, Chairman of the Board, (CEO), Allianz SE 
Gregory Hodkinson, Chairman, Arup Group 
Johan C. Aurik, Mng Prtnr/Bd.Chair, A.T. Kearney  
Carlos Fadigas, CEO, Braskem 
Gavin Patterson, CEO, BT Group 
Paulo Roberto de Souza, CEO, Copersucar 
Niels B. Christiansen, Pres. and CEO, Danfoss 
Frank Appel, CEO, Deutsche Post DHL Group 
Timotheus Höttges, CEO, Deutsche Telekom 
Nigel Knowles, Global Co-Chairman, DLA Piper 
Henrik Poulsen, CEO, DONG Energy 
Francesco Starace, CEO and Gen Mgr, Enel SpA 
Gérard Mestrallet, Chairman and CEO, Engie 
Hans E. Vestberg, President and CEO, Ericsson 
Marcelo Strufaldi Castelli, CEO, Fibria Celulose  
Bernardo Gradin, CEO, GranBio Investimentos  
Dong Mingzhu, Cr/Pres, Gree Electric Appliances 
Kasper Rorsted, CEO, Henkel AG & Co 
Ajit Gulabchand, Chairman and Managing Director, 

Hindustan Construction Company 
Stuart Gulliver, Group CEO, HSBC Holdings 
Ignacio S. Galán, Chairman and CEO, Iberdrola 
Peter Agnefjäll, President and CEO, IKEA Group 
Vishal Sikka, CEO, Infosys 

Ralph Hamers, CEO, ING Group 
Ravi Uppal, Group MD & CEO, Jindal Steel & Power 
Li Xiande , Chairman,  JinkoSolar Holding Co 
Alex Molinaroli, Chair,, Pres. & CEO, Johnson Controls 
Sajjan Jindal, Chairman, JSW Steel 
Fabio Schvartsman, CEO, Klabin 
Sandra Wu Wen-Hsiu, Chair & CEO, Kokusai Kogyo Co.  
Eric Olsen, CEO, LafargeHolcim 
Inga Beale, CEO, Lloyd’s 
Anand G. Mahindra, Chairman, Mahindra Group 
Jonas Prising, CEO, ManpowerGroup 
Marc Bolland, CEO, Marks and Spencer 
Brad Smith, President and Chief Legal Officer, Microsoft  
Nikolaus von Bomhard, Chairman, Munich Re 
Paul Bulcke, CEO, Nestlé 
Indra Nooyi, Chairman and CEO, PepsiCo Inc. 
Torben Möger Pedersen, CEO, PensionDanmark 
Eric Rondolat, CEO, Philips Lighting 
Dennis Nally, Chairman, PricewaterhouseCoopers 

International 
Feike Sijbesma, CEO and Chairman,, Royal DSM 
Eelco Blok, CEO, Royal KPN 
Frans van Houten, President and CEO, Royal Philips  
Jean-Pascal Tricoire, Chairman and CEO, Schneider 

Electric 
Eric Luo, CEO, Shunfeng International Clean Energy 

Limited  
Joe Kaeser, President and CEO, Siemens 
Franky Oesman Widjaja, Chairman and CEO, Sinar Mas 

Agribusiness and Food  

Zhang Xin (CEO) and Pan Shiyi (Chairman), Co-
Founders, SOHO China  

Jean-Pierre Clamadieu, CEO, Solvay 
Christian Rynning-Tønnesen, Pres. and CEO, Statkraft 
Jean-Louis Chaussade, CEO, Suez 
Takeshi Niinami, President and CEO, Suntory Holdings 
Walter Schalka, CEO, Suzano Pulp and Paper 
Tulsi Tanti, Chairman, Suzlon Energy 
Michel M. Liès, Group CEO, Swiss Re 
Cyrus P. Mistry, Chairman, Tata Sons  
Michel Giannuzzi, CEO, Tarkett 
Donald R. Lindsay, President & CEO, Teck Resources 
Andrew N. Liveris, President, Chairman and CEO, The 

Dow Chemical Company 
David W. Kenny, Chairman/CEO, The Weather Company 
Masashi Muromachi, Chairman,, Toshiba Corporation  
Gao Jifan, Chairman and CEO, Trina Solar  
Sergio Ermotti, CEO, UBS Group 
Oleg Deripaska, President, UC Rusal 
Paul Polman, CEO, Unilever  
Antoine Frérot, Chairman and CEO, Veolia  
Anders Runevad, Group President and CEO, Vestas 

Wind Systems 
Anthony Pratt, Executive Chairman, Visy Industries 
João Carvalho de Miranda, CEO, Votorantim Industrial 
Vineet Mittal, Co-Founder and Managing Director, 

Welspun Energy 
Kuok Khoon Hong, Chairman and CEO, Wilmar 

International 
T.K. Kurien, CEO, Wipro Limited 
 

Businesses all over the world are feeling 
climate change pain and want action! 
 

CEOs from 80 companies in 20 economic sectors, with     
operations in over 150 countries generating $2+ trillion in 
revenue demand more effective action against climate. 
 



²  Advanced Energy Economy
²  ARPA-E
²  American Nuclear Society
²  Anthropocene Institute
²  Below 2 Degrees C
²  Breakthrough Energy Coalition
²  Breakthrough Institute
²  Bright New World
²  Californians for Green Nuclear Power
²  Citizens’ Climate Lobby
²  Clean Air Task Force
²  Department of Energy
²  Earth Institute
²  ecoAmerica
²  Energy for Humanity
²  Energy Innovation Reform Project
²  Environmentalists for Nuclear Energy
²  Environmental Progress
²  Footprint to Wings
²  Generation Atomic
²  Global CO2 Initiative
²  Grist.com

²  The Hoover Institute
²  International Panel on Climate Change 

(IPCC)
²  Long Now Foundation
²  MissionClimate
²  Mothers for Nuclear
²  Nuclear Energy Institute
²  Nuclear Friends Foundation
²  Nuclear Innovation Alliance
²  NuclearMatters
²  RepublicEns
²  Rethink Nuclear
²  Risky Business
²  Save Diablo Canyon
²  Silicon Valley Leadership Group
²  The Climate Emergency Mobilization
²  Third Way
²  Thorium Energy Alliance
²  Titans of Nuclear
²  United Nations Framework Convention on 

Climate Change (UNFCC)
²  U.S. Chamber of Commerce

These groups recognize nuclear power as necessary 
to eliminate fossil fuels and address climate change: 



We won’t stop fracking or slow demand for 
natural gas without an abundance of 

available clean energy 
People must face up to the basic fact that utilities can’t rely on 
solar and wind (because they are intermittent), so they still 
have to burn natural gas (or coal) to make sure that you (for 
your lights, your refrigerator, your computer, your respirator) 
and everyone else’s has the power it needs, at all times.  
 



       If what we’ve been doing isn’t working, we need a “game-changer” that can 
enable us to defeat emissions — in the current political arena. The only 
option available is to agree to start supporting more nuclear power. 

We’ve made frighteningly little progress to date.       
Dr. Hansen says we are “failing miserably.” 

Note: The Global Climate Dashboard is produced by NOAA (climate.gov).  Dr. Hansen is quoted in The Guardian article 
entitled “Ex-Nasa scientist: 30 years on, world is failing 'miserably’ to address climate change” by Oliver Milman, June 19, 2018  
 



So what is stopping our blended clean 
energy progress?  

 



    

Fake News: Reports vilifying nuclear may not be 
as factually honest as you might have thought 

Faked image pretending to depict 
nuclear radiation from Fukushima 

Authentic NOAA image depicting wave height 
from the tsunami 

Pak Alert Press was rated “LOW” for “Factual Reporting” and 
high for “CONSPIRACY-PSEUDOSCIENCE” by Media Bias 
Fact Check (https://mediabiasfactcheck.com/pak-alert-press/) 

Source: https://sos.noaa.gov/datasets/japan-tsunami-
wave-heights-march-11-2011/  



Fossil Fuel-Funded Opposition knows that only 
nuclear poses a true competitive threat . . . ! 



  FALSE:  In 50 years, there have been under 100 direct deaths from    
       nuclear energy accidents in total. 

 

 TRUE:    Nuclear power has save an estimated 2 million lives that would
       have been prematurely lost had coal been burned instead. 

 

  FACT:    More people die every day from diseases caused by polluted air 
       than have been killed by nuclear energy in its 50 year history. 

  

FICTION: Spreading doubt in the mind of the public about nuclear energy 
       helps fossil fuels as much as spreading doubt about climate 
       change. 

  

Doubts about Nuclear: Admit it, you think    
       nuclear power has killed millions of people! 



Sensational headlines sell newspapers and magazines or get clicks and eyeballs. They also never focus on the reality 
of the risk or the safety data.  Just as with airline travel, people see headlines and develop fears instinctively, even 
when millions more people die is automobile accidents than from flying, or die from fossil fuels than nuclear . 

 
                 HYPE     REALITY 

               ____________________________               ______________________________________ 
 
 

Sensationalized News: Which mask the facts 
about the reality of a highly-respected safety record 

Risk of being in an airplane accident: 1 in 
11,000,000 (yet 6.5% of people suffer from 
aviophobia: fear of flying).  
 

Risk of being in a car accident:  1 in 645 in 
over 5,400,000 crashes per year, with about 
33,000 deaths and 2,239,000 injuries. 
 
 
Number of deaths total from all nuclear energy 
accidents (including radiation leaks) in 50 years of 
operation: < 90  
 

Number of premature deaths from fossil fuels 
as a result of their pollution (not counting 
actual accidents, across all of coal, petroleum 
and gas):  > 7 million annually.   
 
 
 



 But Can environmentalists see the truth? 



Stop to think! 
The longer we 
wait to resolve 
our plan to fully 
eliminate CO2 
emissions, the 
longer fossil 
fuels will get 
away with 
murder.  
 
 

All clean energy is on the same side in this fight! 



The longer we decline to face facts. . . 

. . . the more of this there is! 

Mountaintop Removal 



We want to stop this . . .  

Mountaintop Removal 

The more of this! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Drilling for oil 

The longer we decline to use all tools. . . 



We want to stop this . . .  

Mountaintop Removal 

The more of this! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Tar Sands Strip Mining 

The longer we fight over terminology. . . 



We want to stop this . . .  

Mountaintop Removal 

And this! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Hydraulic Fracturing (“Fracking”) 



We want to stop this . . .  

Mountaintop Removal 

              And this . . . 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Coal Mining, 

Black Lung Disease 
and Accidents that kill hundreds every year  



We want to stop this . . .  

Mountaintop Removal 

And this . . . 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Oil Refining and Flaring 



We want to stop this . . .  

Mountaintop Removal 

It’s not just the U.S. that needs to make 
this transition . . . the globe does too! 
So we need all of our friends and allies pulling together 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Off-Shore Drilling  

and the routine accidents  
Which that are enduring environmental disasters Which means that the clean energy solution we select must be able to allow for the large 

amount of energy growth that is happening in the rest of the world— which nuclear can do. 



I urge you to support nuclear-inclusive energy 
standards so that utilities can blend renewables with 
nuclear (not natural gas) to achieve zero emission 

energy this decade!  

. . . and help to bring about a brighter 
and more assured future! 

The Climate Coalition 
http://climatecoalition.org 

theclimatecoalition@gmail.com 
Twitter: @climatecolition 
FB: ClimateCoalition.us 

This presentation was prepared for Juana Matias by Valerie Gardner, founder of 
Climate Coalition. Please let me know if you have questions or would like to discuss 
this issue further.  Thanks! 



The  
     End 


